
CAH / CAV / CAR 

 Compact Alpha Power Resistor 

70 - 410 W 
410W - 4460W @ 5/120s  

(2kJ - 22kJ) pulse load 

 

The CAH / CAV and CAR brake resistors with optional integrated 
thermal switch from our medium power range of  

ALPHA ALUMINIUM HOUSED COMPACT BRAKE RESISTORS are 
electrically insulated and with small dimensions. They can easily 
be fitted into compact constructions and are especially designed 
to endure high pulse loads in industrial drive systems. 

 

The steady state power range span from 70W to 410W per 
housing. The pulse load capability is up to 75 times the nominal 
power for one second every 120 seconds, and 18 times the nom-
inal power for five second every 120 seconds depending on the 
ohm value and resistor type. 

Danotherm has developed thermal models for all resistor types 
and resistor values. By using these models we are able to predict 
the temperature rises of the resistor wire and on the surface for 
all possible load applications. We offer our assistance to custom-
ers to find the optimum solution. 

 

 

 

Thermal simulations 

The start for each resistor selection is a power-time graph from 
your application.   For each resistor a (unique) thermal model 
can be defined. The model is based on the physical properties of 
the resistor. With the use of simulation software the tempera-
tures of various components of the resistor can be determined.  
The resistor can be optimized for your application, without over 
dimensioning, reducing costs and engineering time 

 

Applications 

CAH/CAV/CAR compact alpha, aluminium housed, brake resis-
tors are able to withstand repetitive high pulse loads. Applica-
tions are brake resistors for elevators, escalators, cranes, winch-
es , conveyor belts or any other industrial small to medium pow-
er drive system. 

 

Ingress Protection  

Resistors with connection box type D have IP 21 when the resis-
tor is mounted vertically and IP 20 when they are mounted hori-
zontally. Connection box type K is an open construction and is 
considered IP00. Cable leads types are IP 54. 
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Construction 

The resistors are designed as follows: 
The resistor elements for high resistance 
types are wire wound on mica support 
sheets. Lower resistance elements are 
made with helix wound wire elements 
mounted in special designed ceramic 
fixtures. The outer housing is an alumini-
um profile isolated with micanite sheets 
on all inner surfaces. The resistor ele-
ments are fixed symmetrical in the pro-
file by ceramic insulators. This ensures a 
symmetric expansion of the resistor and 
a maximum stability to high load impuls-
es. The aluminium housing with the fixed 
resistor element is filled with Al2O3 or 
SiO2. This ensures a minimum change of 
the resistor surface temperature even if 
the resistor element reaches its maxi-
mum temperature during a pulse load. 
The standard cables are 300 mm AWG 
18 – AWG 14. We can supply cables in 
specified length and mounted with cable 
shoes or connectors as required. 

Mounting feet 

CAR resistors have thermal relieve ex-
pansion mounting feet. When a resistor 
is heated up to its maximum tempera-
ture the length increases. The mounting 
feet are able to relieve this stress. The 
mounting feet at the cable side are fixed 
where as the mounting feet at the upper 
end have the thermal stress relieve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accessories 

All types can be fitted with an internal 
thermal switch (TS). This increases the 
total length of the resistor with 25mm 
compared to versions without TS. CAH/
CAV can also be offer with external ther-
mal switch that can be clipped on the 
housing without increasing the length. 

 

CAH/CAV/CAR without thermal switch Table A 

Mounting feet with thermals stress relieve 

CAH/CAV/CAR with thermal switch Table B ↓ 

Table C ↓ 
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CAH/CAV cable connection 

CAR cable connection 

CAR Box type connection 

CAR DT-Box 

CAR K-Box 

CAR cable type 

CAH 

CAV 



Danotherm Electric A/S 
Naesbyvej 20 
2610 Roedovre 
Denmark 
 
www.danotherm.com 

  CVR 1012 6061 

Connection K-box  

terminal block (0.5 to 10mm2).  

Connection D-box with TS 

Cable gland M25 

Clamping range  9-16.6mm  

terminal block (0.5 to 10mm2).  

Cable gland TS M12 

Clamping range  3-7mm  

terminal block (0.5-4mm²)  

Main features for Alpha resistors: 

 Compact 

 Cool surface 

 High pulse load capability 

 High vibration capability 

 No live parts outside 

 High IP class 

 Fail safe (on request) 

 Low noise level 

Danotherm Electric A/S is a NIBE 

company 

Last digits XXX > 400: Customer specified version, otherwise: 

Ohm value (Examples: 2R2 = 2.2 Ω, 22R = 22 Ω, 220R = 220 Ω, 2k2 = 2.2 kΩ 

Number of profiles, only 1 is possible  

Thermal switch: 3=80°C; 4=100°C; 5=130°C; 6=160°C; 7=180°C; 8=200°C; 

9=PT100 

0=cable connection; 2=connection box 

T = Thermal switch (NC) 

Wire element (t.b.d. by Danotherm) none or H 

Connector; Box: K = IP00; D = IP20; C = cable version 

Length of resistor body housing in mm.  

Type; CAH / CAV / CAR 

mailto:danotherm@danotherm.dk

